
78 PART X: USE AND ADAPTATION OF SCRIPTS

Uralic languages

Europe's Uralic literary languages, Finnish, Estonian, and Hungarian, all have high

and mid front rounded vowels, Finnish and Estonian also [ae], represented ortho-

graphically by an umlaut—except that Finnish, like Swedish, uses y rather than u. Al-

though archaic and rural varieties of standard Hungarian distinguish low and mid

front unrounded vowels, they are not distinguished orthographically (or in current ur-

ban speech).

All three languages have distinctive vowel and consonant length. Consonant

length is shown by doubling the consonant (or the first element of a digraph in Hun-

garian, e.g. ssz for long sz [s]). Doubling is also used for vowel length in Finnish and

Estonian; but Hungarian uses an acute accent, and combines umlaut and acute to give

the distinctive diacritic in 6 it.

Estonian has a distinction between light and heavy stressed syllables, involving

a combination of tenseness, segment length, and pitch, but this is usually not shown

orthographically. However, for long intervocalic obstruents (except [s]) Estonian

writes /?, t, k,f, s in light stressed syllables, mdpp, tt, kk,ff, ss in heavy stressed syl-

lables, e.g. kapi [kappi] 'cupboard (genitive)', kappi ["kappi] 'cupboard (illative)',

where ["] symbolizes heavy stress. The short obstruents are written b 9 d, g, z word-



table 59.21: Estonian Alphabet

Letter



medially and -finally (short [f] does not occur here), but p, t, k, f, s word-initially, as

in kabi [kapi] 'hoof

.

Finnish uses the digraph ng to represent [rj] (which occurs only long and intervo-

calically, other than through assimilation of /n/ to a following velar), this being the

only use of g in native words.

Estonian has an extra vowel [y], written 3, and also has phonemically distinct

(pre-)palatalized [t
j

], [nj

], [s
j

], and [l
j

] in very restricted environments, the palataliza-

tion not being shown orthographically.

Hungarian has a more complicated consonant inventory, including palatals and

affricates, and like Polish it makes widespread use of digraphs: [ts] is represented by

c, as in most central and eastern European languages. A digraph with y represents a

palatal in the case of gy [f], ty [c], ny [p]; ly originally represented a palatal lateral, but

has now merged with [j]. A digraph with s represents a palatal in the case of cs [tj]

and zs [3]. Among the voiceless fricatives, Hungarian has s for [J] but the digraph sz

for [s]—a unique distribution among the modern languages of central and eastern Eu-

rope, but one found elsewhere in earlier periods. All languages have basically non-

phonemic stress, though Estonian has exceptions in words of foreign origin; stress is

not indicated orthographically. Finnish and Estonian show Scandinavian influence in

placing the special vowel letters at or near the end of the alphabet.
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